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H.  CLUB RISK ASSESSMENT – ACCIDENTS AND INCIDENTS  
COVID 19 

POTENTIAL HAZARD – 
WHAT & WHY 
RISK BEFORE 

PREVENTATIVE MEASURES – HOW YOU INTEND TO  CONTROL THE RISK WHEN / DONE WHO & 
RISK 

AFTER 

H1.  Swimmers should only attend 
training if they are fit and healthy 
 

 (M) 

Only those swimmers who are fit and healthy and symptom free of Covid-19 should come training. 

  Any accident/incident in the pool will be dealt with by the lifeguard (who has received 
updated Covid training) 
 

Lifeguard As over 

 
(L) 

H2.  Swimmers taken ill during 
training session with any Covid 
symptoms 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

(H) 

Coaches to alert the PCO by giving 2 peeps on their whistle.  PCO to 

 ascertain reason for alert; 

 put on a face covering and gloves to deal with the incident, if Covid related; 

 ask swimmer concerned to wear a face covering;  

 alert lifeguard that there is a possible Covid incident; 

 collect swimmers belongings if passing the swimmers change seat, or ask another coach to 
do so; 

 escort swimmer socially distanced from poolside to large changing cubicle behind the 
showers and ask them to dry quickly and put on outer clothes; 

 ask rest of that lane group to exit the pool and immediately move to their change seat and 
dry off and change into outer clothes and remain in their seat area until parent can pick up 
or 18 and over can leave.  using anti-bac before leaving the poolside; 

 contact the parents if under 18 of all swimmers, by mobile and inform them of the incident 
and ask them to pick up the swimmers; 

 parents to call PCO to alert them when they arrive at SSP; 

 ensure swimmer uses anti-bac and then take the swimmer to the exit point and hand over 
to parent  

 ask swimmer and their lane group to arrange an immediate Covid-19 test (currently 
available in the park and ride at SSP) and self-isolate.  

 inform LCO as soon as they are able, who will decide on the next steps to take; 

 Complete both Club and SSP incident form and return to LCO. 
 

PCO / Coach As over 
 

     
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
    (M)  
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Swimmers waiting point and 
parents Collecting swimmers 
 

(M) 

Swimmers whose parent is not in the car park on pick- up time should go back to the door they 
exited poolside from and wait there for PCO 

 depending on the weather PCO may ask the swimmer to re-enter the pool building and wait 
until parent arrives; 

 PCO to contact parent if swimmers does not have a mobile phone; 

 parent to contact swimmer or PCO when parent arrives; 

 Swimmer to inform PCO that they are leaving when parent has arrived. 

 As over 
 
 

(L) 

*The Risk levels we are using are High (H), Medium (M) and Low (L). 

 
Risk Assessment completed by Janette Smith and Caroline Wood on 12 July 2020. 
 

Caroline Wood:      
 

Janette Smith:       
 

 


